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Thisbookis areportof asix yearprojectwhichstmdasacollaborative investigationoftheendurance 
of small fishing andfishprocessingenterprises inNovaScotia. The goupusedvariousmethods including 
surveys of captains, processing plant workers, and managers; financial analysis, historical inquiry; and 
panicipant observation and historical case studies. From its comprehensive theoretical overview and 
innoduction to its detailed fables and case studies and final conclusions, the book achieves its goal 
admirably with unanticipatedcoherence andcontinuity given thenumberof contributors and the diversity 
of their topics and approaches. 

The central puzzle of the work is to understand why small capital has not disappeared and to account 
for its resilience in the face of large capital and government policy. The authors identify three views on 
this phenomenon associated with three time periods: indusvlal dualismin the 19M)s; dependency theory 
in the 1970s; anddifferentiation theoryin the 1980s. Recommending anempirical approach, they suggest 
that 'sacred doctrines' 'be assessed in an open-minded fashion' (p. 12) and see no antipathy between 
dependency and differentiation approaches. 

Neoclassical and Marxist dualists alike argued that large capital was dynamic and progresive, the 
center of chanee and erowth while the ttaditional backward sector would inevitably wither away. In the - 
faceof the historical tenacity, unanticipated survival, and resurgence of small enterprises in recent !imes, 
dependency theorists arguedthatlargecapitalusedinereasingly sophisticatedtransportation,infomation, 
andcommu~cation technologies tolower wage costs and increase labor flexibility by decentralizing and 
dis-integrating. This argument holds that while there are necessary affiliations between small and large 
capital, the relationships are unequal and exploitative though the earlier view of small enterprises as 
archaic or pre-capitalist persisted. ?heorisis of differentiation have held that capitalist production is 
composed of intercomected heterogeneous f o m  designed to insure regularized predictable flows of raw 
materials and markcts. Small f i m  are flexible and adaptable to changing conditions by making quick 
decisions to use inexpensive and flexible technology with a willing labor force. Apostle and G. Barreti 
conclude this section with a discussion of the distinctive characteristics of fisheries enteqxises. 

In the next twochapters G. Barrettdiscusses the pre and post World War I1 history of the Nova Scotia 
fisheries. Inthe fourthchapter Apostle,G. Barrett, Davis, and Kasdanusesurveysofmanagers todescribe 
small. middle and large fish olants. While small ~lants  c o n f i  to the demndencv ~ i c w e  of close . . 
association with large capital for inputs and outputs, conqetitive or middle sized plants illustrate 
differentiation with a diverse structure of supply and flexible production structure for multi-dimensional 
and seasonal harvesting. In the fifthchapter K.J. Barrettuses accounting methods todescribe thefmancial 
characteristics ai  the three kinds of f i m  to conclude that all are similar in their hieh levels of risk, ~ o t  - 
structures of capital, excess capacity, and variable operating returns. Small plants are variable from  yea^ 

to year with great excess capacity; middle s k .  plants have better capital levels with long term debts bul 
manage production costs least well and have lowest profita; large plants have the worst capital positions 
and poorest cash flow and highest administrative expenses, disadvanfages offset by their greatel 
production efficiency which offsets higher costs to make them the second most profitable. 

Apostle, G. Barrett, and Mazany discuss relations between processors anddealers in the northeastern 
part of the United States inchapter 6. Inchapter7 Apostle andG. Barreadiscuss thevariablerelationships 
among different kinds offishermen andprocessors. Inchapter 8 Davis and Kasdanprovidea local history 
and in chapter 9 Willett presents a community level description. Apostle and G. Barrett move chapter 10 
to a more general level with a discussion of labor in the whole area. In chapter 11, Giasson gives us 
another local history and description. Chapter 12 moves again to a more general level when Apostle and 
G. Barrettdiscuss social and economicconnections among plants, fishermen, and workers. Barber moves 
to the local arena again for a discussion of household budgeting in historical perspective. In chapter 14 
Apmtle and G. Barrett show how economic processes divide groups and fragment their political efforts 
and how differentiation among capiral and producers provides a basis for a right-wing populist ideology 
of free enterprise and suspicion of government, corporations, and unions. An unattributed conclusion 
reviews positions and wisely abstainsfram offering 'a blueprint for resolving the confusion andcon£licts 
that characterize rhe indusuy' (p. 321). 

There are two areas of traditional concern in anthropology that are little noted in economics or 
sociology: the economic imponance of 'inform$ social and culrural relations such as kinship, gender, 
and friendship; and the dynamics of household economies. Since anthropologists have dealt with such 
issues, there is a body of useful and relevant theory and empirical ftudings, though no one personor even 
groupcancover all extant theoretical andempirical possibilities with any degreeof coherence andclarity. 

The authors are attentive to the construction of gender and its importance. liuoughout the book the 
various authors point out issues of gender and pauiarchy and paternalism. These attitudes and predispo- 
sitions at the same time facilitate smoother labor relations but also make for gender conflict in other 
settings. 

The authors attend to other social relations as well. The book concludes that 'the ties between small 
capital and the communities in which it is situated frequently provide social and economic advantages 
that are overlwked in any narrow assesment of economic viability of small enterprises. Kinship ties, 
patemalism.andcornmunity networks arenoteasilyorneatly incorporaledintostandardresearchdesigns. 
but studies that iguore these concerns will result in poor social science and even worse social policy' (p. 
321). Recalling diverse research designs and repom of empirical work and theoretical reflection in the 
field of economic anthropology that elucidate this point, anthropologists will not find it problematic. 
Indeed, such factors are routinely incorporated into anthropological research design, as the case studies 
in this book show well, though such practice may be alien to economists and policy makers. The point 
deservesemphasis both because of its importance toanthropology andbecauseof its practicalimportance 
to understanding fisheries. It is about time that researchers begin to rake such factors into account as 
central rather than peripheral dimensions of thephenomenaunder study and incorporate them in standard 
research designs, whether this can be done neauy or noi. This project is to be applauded for its progress 
in this direction and for recognizing and highlighting the conceptual and methodological issues. 

Another conclusionis that 'many small businesses are family undertakings, andconnections between 
kinstructures andeconomicactivitiesshouldbeacentralconcemforfu~lreresearch. Family involvement 
gives small capital a flexibility that is not sufficiently understrod and alters basic assumptions about 
rationality in economic behavior.' Again, most anthropologists will fmd in this conclusion an echo of 
Chavanov's conclusions about masant economies and will recall debates and theoretical as well as 
empirical work that bears on the topic and may even provide a sufficient understanding of many of its 
aspects (see Durrenberger 1984). Here, the conceptual problemis to breakout of traditiom;tl assumptions 
received from economisu, an endeavor U, which anthropologists are accustomed. But the authors are 
cenainly right to emphasize this point because this is one joh that remains to be done especially with 
regard to fisheries and the theoretical mkof  integrating the understanding of household economics with 



ideologies, practice, and politicilVeconomic syslems is a central issue in anthropology (Durrenberger and 
Tannenbaum 1992). 

?bough the book is ambitious in its scope it lives up to the initial aspirations by skilfully integrating 
critical theoretical thinking wiih detaiied qualitative and quantitative data over a wide area, t h e ,  and 
range of occupations to characterize a fishery, explain iu fom, and des~ribe how it got thal way lhis 
project has gone a long way to move the smdy of fishing beyond the boats and to take account of the 
larger economic, regional, and historical strucNes that anthropologists all too often ignore. These are 
the lessons anthropologists can profitably take from this book. In short, this group has made excellent 
use of abstract critical thought to elucidate thedetailsof local empirical observations and has shownonce 
againthatCanadiansocial scientists areleading theway inthedescriptionandanalysisofcomplexmodenr 
fisheries. 

E Paul Dumnbcrger 
University of Iowa 
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KALLAND, Arne & Brian MOERAN Japanese Whaling. Endofan Era. Scandinavian Institute of 
Asian Studies, Monograph Series No. 61. London: Curzon Press, 1992.228 pp., notes, appendices, 
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This book is a polemic in defence of a characteristically Japanese activity, whaling, which, although 
it never provided for the livelihood of any more than a small minority, still provided a signiiicant part of 
the diet of almost the whole woulation of Jaoan. I write deliberately in the oasl tense. When I was last . . 
in Japan, in the late autumn of 199 1, I visited Taiji, (he whaling pon where Kalland and Moeran finished 
writing their book, and its time was  pas^ Everywhere in Japan, whenever I askedfor whale meat in local 
markets I was treated as almost hopelessly naive. Only in Kii-Katsuura, just along the coasl from Taiji, 
did I smcoed in my quest, but only in a souvenir shop for tourisrs, which displayed smdl,and expensive, 
cellophane wrapped packers, labelled simply 'kujim'or whale. And yet Japanese of my generation grew 
upeating whale meat, which less thanfsty years ago supplied47percentof their requirements for animal 
protein (p. 90). The drastic decline of Japan's whaling economy can hardly be explained by a change in 
the consumption demands of the Japanese public. True the booming consumer economy of recent times 
has led toachangein tastes: the fact that beef,andother red meat.arenowconsnmedonanunprecedenled 
scale may cenainly mean that whale is hardly missed, but it is equally m e  that many Japanese would 
gladly eat whale meat - a part of their diet for more than a thousand years - if it were available. It is not, 
and that is why Kalland and Mceran's book is essentially a work of historical anthropology: as such it 
presents not only the traditional whalingcommunities, but alsoaremarkable insight into JapaneseculNe 
and social organization at I d  level. The whales '...as gifts from deities, ... have to be fully utilized, for 
todo othenvise wouldbe an insult tobothdeities and whales' (p. 152). Thedecline and fallofthe whaling 
communities is inevitably tied up with urbanization. 'Farmers may believe in the inherent value of rice, 

and young city people in salvation through McDonald's hamburgers, but whalers have whale meat. ?hat 
is what sets them apart' (p. 156). 

Why,then, has theJapanesegovemmentnotdefended rireinterestsof wllalers with thesanrededication 
as it has those of the counuv's ricefamers? In temofoure  realaoliiikit is aouestionofnumbers. Where 
millions grow rice, only thousands ever hunted whales, at least in modem times. But the real answer is 
to be found in international pressure by soi-dirani environmentalists, who have succeeded in having the 
public adopt the whale as asonof totem for their cause (p. 6). ?he success ofthiscampaigncan bejudged 
by looking at Plate 18, which displays the front page of London's Daily Siar for Saturday, May 11.1991. 
The first two sentences of the anicle should win a prize for tendentiousness: 'RAW whale meat was on 
the menu at a sickening dinner for Japanese VIPs. Hundreds of MPs and other guests tucked into the 
disgusting delicacy to protest at the worldwide ban on wh&ng.'The Daily Star describes itself as 'THE 
PAPER FOR WINNERS,' and the batrie against the Japanese whalers had cenainly been won by 1991. 
Since the 1985-86 season all commercial whaling has been banned by the International Whaling 
Commission. The fact thal the real sufferers are not well-fed Japanese VIPS, but working men deprived 
of a traditional livelihood, is obviously too subtle to be grasped by the readers of the Daily Sm. Equally 
to the point is the fact that the whales have not won eifher Not one of the species @ken by the Japanese 
in recent times is in danger (p. 5). KaUand and Moeran have shown themselves not only to be fist class 
anthiopologists, but have also written a book of great integrity: the world needs to be reminded that 
Japanese can also be the victints of injustice. Unfortunately the Scandivaniim Insumte of Asian SNdies 
has not got the clout of the Daily Sox. All the more reason, then, why anyone concerned for the mth 
should read this book. 

Thomas Crump 
University of Amsterdam 

RAM, Kalpana Mukkuvar Women, Gender; Hegemony and Capitalis1 TranSfomarion h a South 
Indian Fishing Community. North Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1991. Asian Smdies Association of 
Australia, Womenin AsiaPublicationSeries, 145 pp.,ISBN 186373 1377 and 186373014(paper). 

m e  point is often made that women in fishing communities perform important social and economic 
tasks, and that their undeniable financial power and relative autonomy from men in daily life gives them 
considerable presence in land-based activities. During the long absences of men at sea, it is the women 
who shoulder much of the responsibility for the day-lo-day continuity of family life and who maintain 
crucial social and economic relations. At the same time however, women the world ovei are excluded 
from the actual fishing actvities, panicularly at sea, and this makes for their being dispossessed from the 
main productive resources in the community. Dispossession is, however, not a simple negative exercise 
of power, but is compensated by other forms of empowerment in the domestic sphere, which is also the 
central focus of women's identity. ?his seemingly paradoxical situation, in which women negotiate their 
reiative autonomy with their necessary subservience to rile interests of the fishing men and theu 
dependency on their income, represenrs a major deparmre from mainstream feminist theory, which has 
viewed women's status as king mainly associated to their productive roles. In her fascinating account 
of the lives of the women of the Mukkuvar fishing community of Tamil Nadu (South India), Kalpana 
Ramaddresses thecomplex ways in which women ny toresolve the conflicting cultural values that result 
from the unusual sexual division of labour that is typical of the fisheries. She hereby achieves a rare 
synthesis between the different strands of anthropological theory, and in particular betweeneconomy and 



symbolic anthropology, and shows how symbolic meanings are subtly and constantly being contested 
arrd redefined in d a y - t d y  practice. 

The dominant perspectives of fisheries studies have concentratedon the sea-basedmale act of fishing 
and have hereby systematically excluded women. Tnough the past few years have witnessed a modest, 
but growing interest for women ofthe fishing communities, therelation between maritime anthropology 
and gender studies remains an uneasy one. A recent World Bank smdy on research needs in artisanal 
fisheries, for instance, merely lists the need for research on women's roles along with highly specialized 
male-centered topics, without disclosing why this m e o f  research is not only long overdue, but essential 
to understand the wider setting in which the transformation of fishing economies is taking place. 

Themodest literameon women's roles has mainly beenconcerned withmodernfishrriesintemperate 
waters, while very little has as yet been written on women in the anisanal fishing communities of the 
South, which are now undergoing major transformations. Kalpana Ram's book therefore represents a 
majorcontribution towards understandingthepocesses at hand andinpanicularhow they affect thelives 
of those concerned. Her study is particularly imponant in that it seeks to trace the transformation of 
anisakal fisheries within the world economic order and how the ideology of gcndn is deconsiructed and 
reconstructed in the process. 

Ram's analysis is a clear pointer that the workings of fishing economies and the way their culture is 

Mukkuvar women is exciting reading, though its readibility is somewhat lessened by the apparently 
random sequence of the chapters and the lack of a more general chapter that would have been of great 
llelp lo the reader unfamiliar with the ethnography of South India. Essential information on Dravidian 
caste and kinship systems is now scattered over the various chapters, and this makes the book less readily 
accessible to the wider readership. This notwid~standing. Kalpm Ram's is a sophisticated and thorough 
study, which is as yet unique in its kind. It contains a wealth of data, ideas and insights that are highly 
inspiring to anyone working on allied themes. Particularly to maritime anthropologists the book is 
recommended reading. 

Olga Nieuwenhuys 
Institute for Development Research Amsterdam 

TANAKA, Masakazu Palmns, Devotees and Goddesses. Rirual and Power among the Tamil 
Fishermen of Sri Lanka. Kyoto: Kyoto University (Institute for Research in Humanities), 1991. xvii 
t 228 pp. 

constructed, cannot be understood unless the complementary, land-based roles of women are also raken 
into account. Addressing a fundamental issue such as the escalating level of dowries, she links it to the Until now most of the case-studies published on Sri Lankan fishing communities have focused on the 

heightened investments renuired bv motorized fishing and ihe disolacement of labour brought about bv economic and social aspects of these societies (e.g. Alexander 1982, Bavinck 1984, Stirrat, 1988). Thc 
" - 

the commercialization of fishing. With the emphasis shifting away from the jewdlery component present bookunder review, which (akes religionas irscentral theme, is a welcomeextension tothe existing 

dowry towards cash, which is used to finance male ventures in gear, shares in motorized boats an literature. In 1982-'83 the Japaneseanthropologist Tanakacarriedout fieldwork inCattiyur, aSri Lankan 

overseas trips in search ofemployment, the meaning ofdowry is radically being altered. The imnplicat' fishing village with a predominantly Hindu population. During his stay he analysed two important Hindu 

are ambiguous, not only for women, but for the welfare of the entire family. Tne cash remitmce festivals, the Bhadraksli festival and the DrauparIi g&ss festival, focussing on the political dimension 
men, as pan-owners or labourers in motorized fishing or as overseas workers, hand over to the wo of these festivals. As he himself formulates it: 'This book is designed topresent the relationshipbetween 

do not compensate for their loss of financial control, which was largely based on their ability tows  religion and power by focussing on two dimensions of meaning, personal and cosmological, in Hindu 

credit by pledging jewellery. In this way women witness the erosion of the subsistence economy whic rituals, and their political function to legitimate the powersmcture in the village' (p. 19). 

provided them and their children with a relative autonomy vis-a-vis the men, and bear the brunt of Cattiyuris situated about seventy-five miles northof Colomho. 97,1%of theHindu inhabitants belong 

costs associated with the formation of a male labour force for motorized fishing. The wage work m to the Kaaiyar caste. The population is heavily dependant on fishing with beach-seine fishing being the 

women now undenake does not compensate, in Ram's view, for the loss of domestic autonomy. On dominant fishing technique. 

conlrary, it is often undenaken in cornpetilion with men, and therefore lacks the aura of legitimacy whic Tne main festivals are sponsored by two kinds of patrons; the Karaiyar caste as a whole, represented 

allowed women to significantly expand their radius of actionbeyond the immediate conflnes of the hou by dle Cattiyur Hindu Temple Administrative Committee, and individual, rich net-owners. 

Contrary to what westem modernization theories have been assuming, womenin wage work, though0 The Bhadrakai festival, held for tendays, is a non-Brahmanical festival. Bhadrakili is an ambivalent 

significantly expanding the geo,gphical radius of their activities, have indeedalsowimessed aconcomi oddess. On the one hand she is the Mother Goddess, the guardian of the village, at the other she is 

s-g of the culturally legitimate female domain. An imponant reason is that the type of work nceived of as fierce and dangerous. She is able to possess villagers as she is closely associated with 

women generally undertake is experiencedas extremely demeaning, panicularly bocause it forces the pidemics. During the festivals Bhadrakili is symbolically transformed from a fierce and dangerous 

interact and compete with unrelated men. In an efion to counter the loss of status implied by this fo oddess in a benevolent one. The climax of the festival is the slaughter of a goat on the tenth day. The 

interaction; womenseektoreplicatein theway they organize their work thesafety provided by thedom at can beunderstood as representing the evil i n B h a d r i i  herself ?he killing of Ule animal then means 

sphere, and this, in the end, ties themmore fumly than ever to the four walls of the home. However, in victoryof BhadrakakXiover her ownevil aspects. Thereafter she is no longer dangnous but benevolent 

effon to generalize, Ram fails to visualize that one of theeffects of the transformation of women's rol protective. The festival ends with worship, the patrons getting the first satxed o f f e ~ g s  from h e  

also undeniably a more marked social andoconomic differentiation. In the light of the rising dowries, 
may swt  quesuoning whether the dispossessionof women from the meansof production is indeed a v e DraupX goddess festival, which lass twenty days, is a typical Brahmanical festivai. It is based 

proposition for all women, and in paniculat for those belonging to the wealthier fishing househ e life of DraupZdi - who changes from a suffering woman into a victorious queen - as told in the 

Conversely, the fact that motorisation dispossesses also men, and reduces them to a de facm wage I bhHiata epic. Draupidi is less fierce than othcr village goddesses and she is considered to be pure. 

force, m y  also shed another light on the significance of wage work for rhe autonomy of the pourer w m the first day onwards various rituals are prfomedof which the abhiseka is of a special importance. 
bhiseka is a consecration ritual designed to generate divine power. It is sponsored by a patron who is 



infused with divine powerduing theritual and uansformedintoa sacredfigwe.Theclimaxofthefestival 
is the fire walking on the eighteenth day. Panicipants walk across the fire in uance for purification and 
union with the goddess. 

The political function of both festivals, in 'Tanakd's analysis, is to legitimate the political structure of 
the vilidge, the politico-economic domination of the wealthy sector, and to affirm the social order. While 
the political function is less apparent in the Bhadrak'ali festival -the pauons are singled out as a group 
just at the end of the festival - it is much more explicit in the Draupidi goddess festival. The abhiseka 
riolal gives the opponunity to wealthy men, who are able to meet the expenses of the whole ritual, to 
legitimate their position by turning their economic power into s a n d  power. 

In his bmkTanaka gives adetaileddesniptionof the two festivals and avery interesting interpretation 
of the symbolical meaning of the various r im and processions which fake place. By paying attention to 
the cosmological meaning - 'the narrative basis (mythes, episodes, symbolism) on which the festivals 
are structured' (p.18) - and the personal meaning, as well as to the political function of the festivals he 
presents a complex analysis indicating that rituals work in various respects. 

Somecriticism, however, can be levelled, especially against his d y s i s  of tho political dimensionof 
the festivals. Ile criticizes structural-functionalism for picturing a society as being harmonious and in 
equilibrium, ignoring social differentiation and conflict. As a result - and here he cites Blcch - structu- 
ral-functionalism '...account(s) little for the dynanusm of reality, replete with social and ideological 
conflict, and.../has] great difficulty is explaining social change' (p. 14). But hedoes not really seem to be 
able to wanscend this paradigm himself. He does indeed account for swial differentiation in the 
community but sees it as legitimated by religion. In this way one gets the impression of a, no doubt, 
unequal society, but still harmonious with every member accepting this inequality. And so the criticism 
he expresses on structwal-functionalism can as well be applied to his own analysis, ie .  difficulties in 
explaining social change (festivals affirm the existing order) and difficulties in taking the existence of 
social conflict in a community into consideration (the function of the festivals is to legitimize the power 
structwe of the village, to make members accept the inequality; in this way he actually negates the 
existence of social connict or at least bypasses it in his analysis). 

Anorher problem of his analysis is the gap which exists between the political function of the festivals 
and what actually was happening in the political arena of the village. According to Tanaka [he political 
function of the festivals is to affirm the given sa5al order and power structure. On page 51, however, we 
leam that, apparendy, there have been changes in the power structure. Before 1980 the rich net-owners 
domvlated the Hindu Temple Adminisuative Committee, the most imponant political institution for inter 
village affairs. Thereafler it was - like the Cattiyur UNP branch - taken over by educated, not yet rich but 
politically very active young villagers. Ln 1984, after Tanaka had left the village, the net-owners resumed 
their domination. Unfortunately Tanaka pays no attention to the relationship between these changes and 
the political function of the festivals. As a consequence the reader is left with questions like: what is the 
imprtance of rhc political function of the festivals, to what extent are they able to influence the actual 
developments in tl~e political arena: e.g. is the political dimension of these festivals of minor impoifaoce 
to the outcome of the political strucmecompared withother forces, or should one interpret this dimension 
as being so influential that it he!@ to suppiess the aspirations of the political youngsters who lacked this 
kind of legitimation? Aoswers to such questions - which would require including the political system in 
the analysis, thus demonsmting the actual political impact of rituals on society - would imply a fuller 
understanding of the political function of rituals. 

Inspiteof thesemiticisms thebookoffersa very interesting interpretationofthesymbolicaldimension 
of the twofestivals. Altogether, it represents auseful contibution to the literatureonrituals and Hinduism 
in maritime comunities. 

Hanna Huber 
University of Amsterdam 
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